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 part VI. Local Government
 
Acts
relating to
particular
Services.
General
Acts.
Adoptive
Acts.
Private
Acts.
 enacted general provisions to cover aE the functions of the county
councils which were set up by the Act. The Local Government Act,
1933, provided a general code for the constitution and common
powers of all local authorities and accordingly effected substantial
amendments to the earlier Acts. By common powers are meant such
matters as making by-laws, holding property, making contracts, the
audit of accounts and finance. Rating valuation and exchequer
grants are governed by the Local Government Act, 1948. l
Acts relating to the functions of local authorities confer the special
powers necessary for their performance; they can be divided into
general Acts and adoptive Acts.
"By The fest type of statute a local authority is given many com-
pulsory powers and duties which it is both empowered and under a
legal duty to perform, as for example its chief powers and duties
under the Public Health Acts, 1875 and 1936, as public health
authority, or under the Education Act, 1944, as local education
authority. Even in a general Act some of the powers may be optional.
An adoptive Act confers powers which may be utilised by a local
authority at its option; once adopted the powers must be exercised
as rigidly in conformity with the terms of the statute as those con-
ferred by a general Act strictly so-called. By way of example the
Public Libraries Acts, 1892 and 1919, maybe cited. The local authori-
ties which are given the opportunity of adopting the Acts need not
do so, unless they so elect, but having elected, the library facilities
provided are limited by the terms of the Acts. Another example is
contained in the Local Government Act, 1948, s. 132, which autho-
rises the provision of entertainments of various kinds or a contribu-
tion towards the cost of such activities.
The legislation discussed above is enacted by means of public
general Acts. We must now examine private or local Acts. The
private Act has been one of the means whereby Parliament has
exercised control over local administration. The constituent and
general Acts for this purpose are a comparatively modern method,
dating from the period succeeding the Reform Act, 1832. Private
Bill legislation is much older; the process was utilised by local
authorities most actively during the nineteenth century and is still
freely resorted to for the purpose of acquiring additional powers
peculiar 10 a local authority's own area. It is to be observed that,
despite the introduction throughout local government of representa-
tive councils elected on a wide suffrage, Parliament has never been
prepared to concede to these bodies the right of determining the
powers needed for the local requirements of their areas without
reference to the legislature. Some critics consider that local adminis-
tration should be unfettered in matters where neither national
interests nor the interests of other authorities are involved. A private

